1. Introduction. A network N is a system of two finite sets A1 and P C M X 31, in which the elements a, b, . . . E iM are called the nodes and the elements (ab), (ca), . . . E P are called the links of N. The number uf nodes is denoted by m and the' number of links by p ( N ) . If (ab) is a link of N, a is called the initial node and b the end node of the link (ab). Thus, a network is a binary relation over a finite set and is also a finite oriented graph in which there is at most one oriented arc from one node to another. Our viewpoint is primarily that of graph theory rather than algebra.
connected if there is a chain from every node to every other node; otherwise it is disconnected. Maximal connected subnetworks are called components.
I n a previous paper [4] , which will be referred to as (A), the following definitions were introduced :
A network has degree 0 if it is not connected; it has deg~ee k, k > 0, if there exists N' C N such that p(N') = k and N-N' is disconnected, but N-N" is connected for all N" C N such that p(N") < k.
A network N is k-minimal if the degree of N -(ab) is k -1 for every (ab) E N . If N is 1-minimal and connected, it is called minimal.
I n this paper we are concerned with three independent results which are each related to k-minimality. The definition is extended in a natural way to disconnected networks in Section 2 and these networks are completely characterized by Theorem 1. It is worth mentioning that the characterization problem for connected networks appears to be far more difficult. (The principal result of (A) is the solution to that problem for k = 1 ) . I n Section 3, the principal result is Theorem 4 which states that in a network of degree k, there is a set of at least k. chains from any node to any other node, no two of which have a common link. This result is a generalization of a close analogue to the well known theorem of llenger that between any two nodes of a graph without a cut-node there are at least two chains that have no intermediate nodes in common. I n the final section we turn to a generalization of transitivity. Connectedness and transitivity are each such strong requirements that combined they single out but one network-the case P = M x M-so, in the presence of connectedness, transitivity must be weakened to be of interest. We require that every chain exceeding h links is "short-circuited" by a link, and that no chain of h or fewer links is shortcircuited. It is shown that these connected networks fall into three classes: one having but one member which is of degree 2, the set of minimal networks, and a set non-minimal networks of degree 1 whose conilected subnetworks also have degree 1.
(-I%
-minimal network^.^ To extend the above definitions of degree and minimality to disconnected networks, we simply interchange the roles of connected and disconnected as follows:
A network N has degree (-k), k >= 0, if there exists a connected supernetwork N' of N such that p(N' -N ) = k + 1, but every supernetwork N" such that p (N" -N ) < k + 1 is disconnected.
--
The author is indebted to Anatol Holt who suggested this problem to him.
A network N is (-0)-minimal if N is disconnected and for every (ab ) 
forevery ( a b ) $ N , a , b~N , N + (ah) has degree ( -k + 1 ) . Let -q be the degree of N*, then the lemma is proved if we show q -k -2. Let U be any set of k links which connects N + (bc), and observe, since a is isolated, there exist e, f E N' such that (ecc), (af )E LT.
and let U' be a set of q + 1 links which connects N*. 11' is non-empty, for otherwise N': is connected, whence N + (bn) is connected by adding (crc), and this implies N is (-1)-minimal, which contradicts Ic 2 2. Let (e'f') e U', then C' -(e' f' ) + (e'n) -t (nf') conn~cts AT + (be) using only (y + 1) + 1 < 1c links, which is a contradiction. Proof. The sufficiency is obvious.
The condition is clearly necessary for lc = 0, so we restrict the proof to k 1 Let N' be any coinponent of AT. If N' is an isolated node, it is complete. If N' has more than one node, we show it is conlplete: If there exist a, b r h" such that (ab) j z ! N', and if U is any set of k links which connects N + (ab), then for any (cd) E U, 7 1 -(cd) connects N + (cd), since AT' is already connected. This contradicts the assumption that N is
If AT' , AT" are two components of N , we show that if a E N', b E N", and (ab) E $7, then (a'b') E N for any a' E N', b' E 3": Suppose (a'b') 6 N, and let LT be any set of 7c links connecting N + (a'b'). U connects N since N'
and AT" are complete and (ab) E N , which contradicts the assunlption that N is (-k) -minimal. Since the components of N are complete and since if there is one link from N' to N" there are all possible links, it is sufficient to prove the theorenl for networks having no components with more than one node. holds for N -a, since ( i ) cannot. Thus, there exists a node d E 1V -a such that for any other node c E N -a, exactly one of (cd) and (dc) E N. Suppose, without loss of generality, (cd) E N . Then, N + (ud) has degree (-k) and N + (da) has degree (-k + 1 ) ) which is a contradiction, so AT has no isolated nodes.
Divide the nodes of N into three classes: X = set of initial nodes, Y = set of end nodes, and Z = set of nodes which are both initial and end nodes. Let these sets have q, p, and m -(r --p members respectively. It is simple to see that if q = 0 or p = 0 there is a connected subnetwork of N, which is impossible. Suppose q 2 p.
Since the nodes of X terminate no links, at least q links will have to be added to N to produce a connected supernetwork. We shall now show that q links suffice. There are maximal subsets X I and Y, such that there is a 1 : 1 correspondence x, E X I , y; E Y,, i = 1, 2, . . . , s, and (x,y,) E N. This follows from the fact that neither X nor Y are empty and from any x E X there is either a link to a y E Y or a chain via Z to a y E Y. But in the latter case, (xy) E N for if not then N can be connected by the same set of links which connect N + (xy).
The addition of the s links (y,x,), (y,z,), . . . , (x,y,) 
If p 2 q, a similar argument applies.
3.
Analogue to Menger's theorem. I n graph theory, a node of a connected graph is called a cut-node if its removal, along with the incident arcs, results in a graph having two or more components. We generalize this notion : a set of nodes of a connected network is called a cut-set if it is one of the smallest sets of nodes whose removal, along with the incident links, results in a disconnected network. If the cut-sets of a network each have K members, we say the network has index K. It is clear that every connected network has a unique index K, that 1 5 K 5 nL -1, and that a connected graph has a cut-node if and only if the index is I.
The notions of index and degree are parallel with respect to the removal of nodes and links, and so presumedly their values cannot be completely independent. Our first result establishes a relation between them. THEOREM 2. Let a connected ~~etzcork on nL nodes have degree 7c and
Proof. To show the left side of the inequality we prove: If a connected network N has degree 7c < m -1 and (ajbj), j = 1,2, . . . , k, are a set of links whose removal disconnects N , then there exists a set of nodes cj, j = 1, 2, . . . , 76, with cj = aj or bj, such that their removal results in a disconnected network. The cj are not necessarily distinct. Since m 2 3 one of these sets has more than one member and neither is empty since c E ill, and d E Aid. If either set, say Jf,, has but one member, then the other contains either a, or b,, say b,. But there is no chain from c 50 J f d -bl. If both sets have two or more members, remove either a, or b, and there 1s no chain between the resulting sets.
For m 2 3 and k > I we use an inductive argument. Remove the link (ahbh) to obtain N' having degree 7i -1. By the ~nduction hypothesis there exists a set of no more than k -3 nodes c,, with c, = a, or b,, j = 1, 2, . . . , k -1, whose removal from AT' results in a disconnected network N". I f either ak or bk 6 N" we are done; otherwise, call N" 
Clearly the resulting network is not connected because there is no link for which c is the initial node, which concludes the proof. The right inequality is weak and may be improved by relating the degree to the diameter of a network. Let Sab be the shortest chain from a to b in a connected network, then 6 = niax Snb is called the d i a n~e t e~ of the network. a , b THEOREM 3. For a colznected netluoi,k of dianletrr 6 > 2 and d~g r e~ R.,
Proof. If 6 = m, then there is a circuit on the nodes of AT such that at least one of the nodes is the initial node of only one link, thus k = I = ( m -m ) / 2 + 1 .
Consider 2 < 6 < n2. Let a and b be two nodes having no chain with fewer than 6 links from a to b. If a + b, there are 6 + 1 nodes S in the shortest chain from a to b and m -6 -1 nodes in Ai ' -8. If i E M -S then not both (ai) and (ib) E N since 6 > 2. Thus, either a is the initial node of no more than (m -6 -1)/2 links to ; l l -S or b is the end node of no more than ( n~ -6 -1)/2 links from M -8. Furthermore, a is the initial node of only one link to the nodes of X and b is the end node of only one from S, else there is a chain with fewer than 6 links from a to b. Consequently, the removal of at most (m -6 -1)/2 + 1 < (m -6)/8 + 1 links disconnects N.
If a = b, S has 6 nodes and 31 -S has m -6, and by a similar argument k (m -S ) / 2 + 1.
Observe that for 6 > 2, Theorem 3 implies the right side of Theorem 2,
We turn now to Menger's theorem [3] . It is proved for graphs; however, substantially the same proof holds for networks and so we state it in that form: If a network is connected and has no cut node, i. e., index K 2 2, then from any node a to any node b there are at least two chains which have no intermediate nodes in common. Because of the parallel definitions of degree and index, one is led to inquire if the following analogue to Menger's theorem is true: If a network has degree k 2 2, then from any node a to any node b there are at least two chains which have no links in common. I t is indeed true; one proof parallels very closely the demonstration given by Dirac for a strengthened form of Menger's theorem; cf.
[2], p. 72. We shall not include this proof, for the result is included in the following considerably stronger result.
THEORE~V 4. If a network has degree k, then from any node a to any other node b there is a set of at least k chains such that no two have a co,mmon link.
Proof. We proceed by induction on k ; for k = 1 the theorem is trivial.
If N has degree k > 1, select a k-descendant N' of N (i. e., one of the smallest complete k-minimal subnetworks of N, see p. 705 of ( A ) ) . It suffices to show the theorem for N'. Let n be the length of the shortest chain from a to b. If n = 1, remove the link (ab) yielding a network of degree k -1, which, by the induction hypothesis, has k -1 chains from a to b with no link in more than one of them. But (ab) is not common to any of them, so there are k chains from a to b in N such that no pair has a common link.
The remainder of the argument is an induction on n with k fixed. Let X be a chain from a to b of length n and let c be the node of h immediately preceding b. The shortest chain from a to c has n -1 links, so by the induction hypothesis there exists a set A, of k chains from u to c having no link common to any pair. Similarly, there is a set B of k chains from c to b having no link common to any pair. We may suppose that at least one chain of B has a link in common with a chain of A,, else we are done.
Notation. If g and h are two nodes of a chain h, let X(g, h ) denote the part of h from g to h.
Suppose ,BE B has a link in common with a chain of A,. Proceed along /3 opposite to its orientation, i. e., from b toward c, until the first link which is common to a chain, say a, of A,. Continue further along P until either there is a link common to some a' E A,, a' + a, or until c is reached. Let g he the end node of the common link or c, whichever is appropriate. Observe that a and p(g, b ) may have several common links. Let h be the first node of a, measured along a from a, such that the links of a and p(g, b ) for which h is the initial node are different. We call P(h, b ) the tail of P.
The remainder of the proof is concerned with the construction of k chains from a to b which satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Parts of chains in A, and B will be used. The construction is expedited by dividing A, into a number of classes.
A, is given. Suppose Aj-,, Cj-,, Di-,, Ei-,, Pi-,, and Gj-, to be defined.
Then define Aj = Dj-1 + Ej-l. Now, for any a E Aj, let ,Bja be the j-th distinct chain of B as measured along a from a, which has a link in common with a. Let gj, be the first node in a which is initial to a link of Pia which is not also a link of a. Tlien we define Denote it by a subscript y and call the set of chains a&,, y = 1, 2, . . ., s, with sonie a*, whence , 8 $ BJ. The proof is concluded.
From the analogue to Menger's theorem one may deduce the structure of 2-minimal graphs. 
is connected it is also minimal since it has the same number of links as N. To show it connected it is sufficient to show a chain from b to a and one from c to d. The chain @ from b to a remains and P (c, a ) ( a b ) p ( b , d ) exists.
If G-N' has an arc, continue the process until N , is obtained such that G -N , = N , is arc-free. N , is also arc-free, for if ab E N , then by Theorem 3. 4 of (A) N , consists of two disjoint connected subnetworks joined only by ab. But since G is %minimal there is another chain of arcs from a to b not including ab, so N , has an arc, a contradiction. Since N , is arc-free it is an orientation of G, hence N , is a connected orientation of G, and so is minimal.
Finally, it should be observed that Theorem 4, a generalization of a result suggested by Menger's theorem, in turn suggests a generalization to his theorem, to wit: If a network has inde.c K , then from any node a to any other node b there exists a set of at least K chains such tlzat n o two lzave a common intermediate node. Since the proof of Theorem 4 is basecl on two sets of chains with a common node c, it is evident that no minor modification of that proof will suffice to demonstrate the above statement, and I have been unable to develop a proof of it.
Some interest attaches in either proving it or giving a counter example, for if it is true there are theorems in graph theory (cf.
[2], Theorems 1, 4, 3) of the form " If a graph has no cut-node, then . . ." which presumedly can be strengthened to a form " If a graph has index K , then . . ."
4. h-transitive networks. As was pointed out in the introduction, the conditions of transitivity and connectedness result in the single class of networks, the complete graphs, so it is desirable to weaken the transitivity condition. We shall call a network N 1%-transitive if there is at least one chain (ab, h) .E N such that a f b, and if for every chain (cd, q ) such that c .f d, then (cd) E N if q >= h + 1 and (cd) AT if 1 < q (= h. Clearly, 1 5 h 5 m -2, and for connected networks, 1-transitivity implies transitivity.
For connected networks, two cases can be distinguished: either there exists a chain of length 2 h + 1, or there does not. I n the latter case, it is easy to see that the network is minimal . This case has been discussed in (A), so we shall be interested only in the former case.
The following are a set of examples of non-mininlal, h-transitive networks with m >= h 4 2 >= 5. Let Q be a set of four nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4, R a set of 12 -2 nodes dibtll~ct froin Q labeled 5, 6, . . . , h + 2, and S a set of m -h -2 nodes disjoint from Q + R. Let the following links be present on Q + + 8: (13) , (14), (23) 
(ab) E N . But for h 2 2, (ac) (cb) r N implies (ab) $ N , a contradiction.
I n (A) a network was called uniform if every connected subiletwork has degree 1. A graph which consists of only a circuit of arcs encompassing all the nodes is called a circle.
THEOREM 6. If CL network is connected and h-transitive, h > 1, then it is uniform or a circle (which is 2-minimal and for which h = m -2).
Proof. If N is minimal, it is uniform (p. 704 of ( A ) ) .
If N is non-minimal, there is an h + 1 chain and, by Lemma 2, it is the longest chain in N. Let its nodes be ordered by the orientation of the chain and Jfl = {a, a + 1, . . . a + h, a + h + 1 = F) and M, = M -N , .
If h < m -2, then ill, # 0. If (ba) E N, then a simple induction shows there is a circle on U,. Then, any link from a node of 31, to one of &l, results in an 7~ + 2-chain, and at least one such link exists since N is connected. By Lemma 2, this is impossible, so (ba) 6 N. Let c E M,, then (bc) , z! N or (ab, h + I ) (be) would be an 1z + 2 chain. But since N is connected, there exists at least one a + i E Jll, 1 5 i 5 h, such that (b, a + i) E A' . However, for j > i , ( b , a + j ) j N since ( b , a + i ) ( a + i , a + i + l ) .
. .
( a + j -1, a + j ) is a chain of length no greater than 1 + ( h -1 ) = h. Therefore, b is the initial node of exactly one link, so N has degree 1.
If h = m -2, then M, = 0. The only possible links to the node a + h are (b, a + h ) and ( a + h -1, a + h), since any others produce a chain (ab, q ) with q 5 h. Thus, the degree of N is, in this case, no greater than 2.
Suppose AT is (m -2)-transitive and of degree 2, then we show N is a circle (the converse is trivial). Since L = 2, (b, a + h ) E N. Now node a + h -1 must be the end node of a t least two links, one being ( a + h -2, a + h -1 ) . Of the other two possibilities, (b, a + h -1 ) and (a + h, a + h -I), the former is excluded because (b, a Now consider the non-minimal h-transitive networks of degree 1. Let S be a connected subnetwork of N, and let h' be the length of the longest chain in S. Either h' = h + 1 or h' 5 h. I n either case, S is h'-transitive, and so the degree of X is 1 except, possibly, if h' = 1 or h' = m' -2 . 1 E h' = 1, then since h > 1, m' = 2, and so the degree is 1. If h' = m' -2 , the only interesting case is degree 2, which, by what we have just seen. implies S is a circle. But, then, h' = h, and N is a circle, for h = m -2, else there is an h + 2 chain. This is contrary to assumption, so S has degree I, and N is uniform.
The second example on p. 719 of ( A ) shows there are uniform networks which are not h-transitive. COROLLARY. For m 2 5, theye are no 2-transitive, connected, nonminimal networks.
Proof. Suppose AT is 2-transitive, connected, and non-minimal. Let the nodes of one of the 3-chains be a, a. + 1, a + 2, b. As in the first part of the above proof, if m 2 5 , there is a link from b to a + i, 1 5 i 5 2. If (b, a + 1 ) E N , then (ab)(b, a + l ) ( a + 1, n + 2) E N implies (a, a + 2) E N , which is impossible. Thus, for AT to be connected, (b, a + 2) E N . If ( a + 2, a ) j N , then there is a 3-chain from b to a, which is impossible. But, (b, a + 2) (a + 2, a ) (a, a + 1) E N implies (b, a + 1 ) E N, which we have just shown is impossible. Thus, N does not exist. Not both N , and N b are minimal, for if they were then N would be minimal. Indeed, no h + 1 chain traverses the arc ab, for if it did, there would exist another link between N, and Nb. Thus, one of them is h-transitive and non-minimal, and the other is minimal or h-transitive, non-minimal. The class of non-minimal, h-transitive, uniform networks on m nodes is smaller than the class of minimal networks on m nodes, and the former can be readily obtained from the latter. Observe, if N is h-transitive and non-minimal, it contains a minimal N' as a descendant. N' is h + 1-transitive, and N is obtained inductively from N' by introducing a link (ab) ?very time a chain (ab, h -+-1 ) appears. It is easy to find examples of minimal networks for which this operation does not result in an h-transitive network, so the class of minimal networks is the larger.
For example, if m = 5, it is easy to construct the 15 possible minimal networks using Theorem 3. 4 of (A). Of these, 10 have arcs and in each case the longest chain in the network passes through the arc, so by Theorem 7 they cannot be descendants of an h-transitive non-minimal network. Of the remaining five, one is the circuit which obviously becomes the circle, and one has h = 3 which by the corollary to Theorem 3 cannot yield a 2-t)ransitive case. Performing the inductive operation described above on the other three gives the complete graph in two cases and a 3-transitive network in the third case (which is included in the example at the beginning of this section).
